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Abstract 

We define a quarter symmetric metric connection in an almost −r paracontact 

Riemannian manifold and we consider submanifolds of an almost −r paracontact 

Riemannian manifold endowed with a quarter symmetric metric connection. We 

also obtain Gauss and Codazzi equations, Weingarten equation and curvature 

tensor for submanifolds of an almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold 

endowed with a quarter symmetric metric connection. 
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1  Introduction  

In [1], R. S. Mishra studied almost complex and almost contact submanifolds. 

In [2], S. Ali and R. Nivas considered submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold 

with quarter symmetric connection. Some properties of submanifolds of a 

Riemannian manifold with quarter symmetric semi-metric connection were 

studied in [3] by L. S. Das. Moreover, in [4], I. Mihai and K. Matsumoto studied 

submanifolds of an almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold of −P Sasakian 

type. 

Let ∇  be a linear connection in an −n dimensional differentiable manifold 

.M  The torsion tensor T  and the curvature tensor R  of ∇  are given 

respectively by 

  ],,[),( YXXYYXT YX −∇−∇=  

  .),( ],[ ZZZZYXR YXXYYX ∇−∇∇−∇∇=  

The connection ∇  is symmetric if its torsion tensor T  vanishes, otherwise 

it is non-symmetric. The connection ∇  is metric connection if there is a 

Riemannian metric g  in M  such that ,0=∇g  otherwise it is non-metric. It is 

well known that a linear connection is symmetric and metric if it is the Levi-Civita 

connection. 

In [5], S. Golab introduced the idea of a quarter-symmetric linear connection 

if its torsion tensor T  is of the form 

      ,)()(),( YXuXYuYXT φφ −=  

where u  is a 1-form and φ  is a tensor field of the type (1,1). In [6], R. S. 

Mishra and S. N. Pandey considered a quarter symmetric metic connection and 

studied some of its properties. In [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11], some kinds of quarter 
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symmetric metric connections were studied. 

 Let M  be an −n dimensional Riemannian manifold with a positive 

definite metric .g  If there exist a tensor field φ  of type (1, 1), r  vector fields 

1 2 3, , ,..., ( ),r n r rξ ξ ξ ξ >  1-forms 1 2 3, , ,..., rη η η η  such that 

(1.1)         ,)( α
ββ

α δξη =   , ( ) {1,2,3,..., }r rα β ∈ =  

(1.2)     ,)()(2
α

α ξηφ XXX −=  

(1.3)        ).(),,()( rXgX ∈= αξη α
α  

(1.4)     ,)()(),(),( ∑−=
α

αα ηηφφ YXYXgYXg  

where X  and Y  are vector fields on ,M  then the structure 

)(),,,( rg ∈∑= α
α

α ηξφ  is said to be an almost −r paracontact Riemannian 

structure and M  is an almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold [7]. 

From (1.1) through (1.4), we have 

(1.5)     )(,0)( r∈= αξφ α  

(1.6)     )(,0 ro ∈= αφηα   

(1.7)     ).,(),(),( YXgYXgYX
def

φφφ ==       

An almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold M  with structure 

)(),,,( rg ∈∑= α
α

α ηξφ  is said to be −s paracontact type if  

      ),)((),( XYX Y
αηψ

∗

∇=   )(r∈α  

On almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold M  with a structure 

)(),,,( rg ∈∑= α
α

α ηξφ  is said to be −P Sasakian if it also satisfies  

   
∑ ∑

∑ ∑
−−

−−=∇
∗

α β

ββα

α β

ββα

ηηη

ηηηψ

])()(),()[(

])()(),()[(),)((

ZXZXgY

ZYZYgXYXZ

 

for all vector fields YX ,  and Z  on M  [12]. 
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The conditions are equivalent respectively to ,αξφ XX
∗

∇=  for all )(r∈α  and 

     .])()(),([])()[())(( ∑∑∑ −−−−=∇
∗

β
β

α

αα

α
α

αα ξηηξηηφ YXYXgYYXXY   

 In this paper, we study quarter symmetric metric connection in an almost 

−r paracontact Riemannian manifold. We consider hypesurfaces and 

submanifolds of almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold endowed with a 

quarter symmetric metric connection. We also obtain Gauss and Codazzi 

equations for hypersurfaces and curvature tensor and Wiengarten equation for 

submanifolds of almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold with respect to 

quarter symmetric metric connection.  

 

 

2  Preliminaries 

  Let 1+nM  be an −+ )1(n dimensional differentiable manifold of class ∞C  

and nM  be the hypersurface in 1+nM  by the immersion 1: +→ nn MMτ . The 

differential τd  of the immersion τ  is denoted by .B  The vector field X  in 

the tangent space of nM  corresponds to a vector field BX  in that of .1+nM  

Suppose that the enveloping manifold 1+nM  is an almost −r paracontact 

Riemannian manifold with metric g~ . Then the hypersurface nM  is also an 

almost −r paracontact Riemannian manifold with induced metric g  defined by 

           ),,(~),( BYXBgYXg φφ =  

where X  and Y  are the arbitrary vector fields and φ  is a tensor of type (1,1). 

If the Riemannian manifolds 1+nM  and nM  are both orientable, we can choose 

a unique vector field N  defined along nM  such that 

                       0),(~ =NBXg   

and 
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                        1),(~ =NNg         

for arbitrary vector field N  in .nM  We call this vector field the normal vector 

field to the hypersurface .nM  

 We now define a quarter symmetric metric connection ∇~  by ([7],[8]) 

(2.1)                 α
α ξφφη ~)~,~~(~~~)~(~~~~~

~~ YXgXYYY XX −+∇=∇                                                 

for arbitrary vector fields X~  and Y~  tangents to ,1+nM  where ∇~  denotes the 

Levi-Civita connection with respect to Riemannian metric g~ , αη~  is a 1-form, 

φ~  is a tensor of type (1,1) and αξ
~  is the vector field defined by  

                         )~(~)~,~(~ XXg α
α ηξ =   

for an arbitrary vector field X~  of .1+nM  Also  

).~~,~(~)~,~~(~ YXgYXg φφ =  

Now, suppose that 
)(

)~,~,~,~(
r

g
∈∑=

α
α

α ηξφ  is an almost −r paracontact 

Riemannian structure on ,1+nM  then every vector field X  on 1+nM  is 

decomposed as 

      ,)(~ NXlBXX +=   

where l  is a 1-form on .1+nM  For any vector field X  on nM  and normal 

,N  we have ),()( XbBXb =  )()( XBBX φφ =  and ),()( XBX αα ηη =  where 

b  is a 1-form on nM . 

For each )(r∈α , we have [8] 

(2.2)      ,)(~ NXbXBBX += φφ   

(2.3)             ,~ NaB ααα ξξ +=    

where αξ  is a vector field and αa  is defined as 

(2.4)      )()( Nma α
αα ηξ ==  

for each )(r∈α  on nM . 
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Now, we define αη~  as  

(2.5)      ),()(~ XBX αα ηη =    ).(r∈α  

 

Theorem 2.1  The connection induced on the hypersurface of a Riemannian 

manifold with a quarter symmetric metric connection with respect to the unit 

normal is also quarter symmetric metric connection. 

Proof: Let ∇  be the induced connection from ∇
~
  on the hypersurface with 

respect to the unit normal ,N  then we have 

(2.6)                     NYXhYBBY XBX ),()(
~

+∇=∇   

for arbitrary vector fields X  and Y  on nM , where h  is a second 

fundamental tensor of the hypersurface nM . Let ∇  be connection induced on 

the hypersurface from ∇~  with respect to the unit normal ,N  then we have 

(2.7)                   NYXmYBBY XBX ),()(~ +∇=∇    

for arbitrary vector fields X  and Y  of nM , m  being a tensor field of type   

(0, 2) on the hypersurface nM .  

From equation (2.1), we have  

).)(,~(~)(~~~ NaBBYBXgBXBYBYBY BXBX αα
α ξφφη +−+∇=∇   

Using (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) in above equation, we get 

(2.8)   
).)(,()()(

)(),()(),()(

NaBYXgNXbY
YBYNYXhYBNYXmYB XX

αα
α

α

ξφη

φη

+−+

++∇=+∇ 

   

Comparing the tangential and normal vector fields, we get 

(2.9)      α
α ξφφη ),()( YXgYYYY XX −+∇=∇            

and 

(2.10)               ).,()()(),(),( YXgaXbYYXhYXm φη α
α −+=           

Thus, 

(2.11)               .)()(],[ YXXYYXXY YX φηφη αα −=−∇−∇         
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 Hence the connection ∇  induced on nM  is a quarter symmetric metric 

connection [5].                                                     □ 

 

 

3  Totally umbilical and totally geodesic hypersurfaces  

 We define B∇  and B∇  respectively by 

)()
~

())((),)(( YBBYYBYXB XBXX ∇−∇=∇=∇   

and 

),()~())((),)(( YBBYYBYXB XBXX ∇−∇=∇=∇  

where X  and Y  being arbitrary vector fields on nM . 

Then (2.6) and (2.7) take the form 

                           NYXhYBX ),())(( =∇        

and  

                           .),())(( NYXmYBX =∇      

These are Gauss equations with respect to induced connection ∇  and ∇  

respectively. 

 Let nXXXXX ,,.........,,, 4321  be n -orthonormal vector fields, then the 

function 

                                ∑
=

n

i
ii XXh

n 1
),(1  

is called the mean curvature of nM  with respect to Riemannian connection ∇  

and  

                           ∑
=

n

i
ii XXm

n 1
),(1      

is called the mean curvature of nM  with respect to the quarter symmetric 

semi-metric connection .∇  

 From this we have following definitions: 
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Definition 3.1 The hypersurface nM  is called totally geodesic hypersurface of 
1+nM  with respect to the Riemannian connection ∇  if h  vanishes. 

Definition 3.2 The hypersurface nM  is called totally umbilical with respect to 

connection ∇  if h  is proportional to the metric tensor .g  

 We call nM  totally geodesic and totally umbilical with respect to quarter 

symmetric metric connection ∇  according as the function m  vanishes and 

proportional to the metric g  respectively. 

Now we have following theorems: 

Theorem 3.1 In order that the mean curvature of the hypersurface nM  with 

respect to ∇  coincides with that of nM  with respect to ∇ , if and only if the 

vector field αξ
~  is tangent to 1+nM  and nM  is invariant. 

Proof:  In view of (2.10), we have  

),()()(),(),( iiiiiiii YXgaXbYXXhXXm φη α
α −+=  

Summing up for ni ,......,3,2,1=  and dividing by n , we obtain 

,),(1),(1
11
∑∑
==

=
n

i
ii

n

i
ii XXh

n
XXm

n
 

if and only if 0=α  and 0=b . Hence from (2.3), we have 

.~
αα ξξ B=  

Thus the vector field αξ~  is tangent to 1+nM  and nM  is invariant.          □ 

 

Theorem 3.2 The hypersurface nM  will be totally geodesic with respect to 

Riemannian connection ,∇  if and only if it is totally geodesic with respect to the 

quarter symmetric metric connection ∇  and .0),()()( =− YXgaXbY φη α
α  

Proof: The proof follows from (2.10) easily.                             □ 
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4  Gauss, Weingarten and Codazzi equations  

 In this section we shall obtain Weingarten equation with respect to the 

quarter symmetric metric connection ∇~ . For the Riemannian connection ,
~
∇  

these equations are given by [12] 

(4.1)        BHXNBX −=∇
~
       

for any vector field X  in ,nM  where h  is a tensor field of type (1,1) of nM  

defined by  

(4.2)        ).,(),( YXhYHXg =           

From equation (2.1) (2.2) and (2.4) we have 

(4.3)         .)(
~~

~~ αα ξφ XBbXBaNN XBXB −+∇=∇        

Using (4.1) we have 

(4.4)        ,~ BMXNBX −=∇  

where      αα ξφ )(XbXaHXMX +−=  

for any vector field X  in .nM  Equation (4.4) is Weingarten equation. 

  We shall find equation of Gauss and Codazzi with respect to the quarter 

symmetric metric connection. The curvature tensor with respect to quarter 

symmetric metric connection ∇~  of 1+nM  is 

(4.5)       .~~~~~~~~~),~,~(~
]~,~[~~~~ ZZZZYXR YXXYYX ∇−∇∇−∇∇=                    

Putting ,~ BXX = ,~ BYY =  and ,~ BZZ =  we have 

                                    

.~~~~~),,(~
],[ BZBZBZBZBYBXR BYBXBXBYBYBX ∇−∇∇−∇∇=        

By virtue of (2.7), (4.4), and (2.11), we get 

 (4.6)   

,)})()((

),)((),)({(
}),(),(),({),(~

NYXXYm
ZXmZYm

MXZYmMYZXmZYXRBBZBYBXR

YX

φηφη αα −+

∇−∇+
−+=
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where 

ZZZZYXR YXXYYX ],[),( ∇−∇∇−∇∇=  

is the curvature tensor of the quarter symmetric metric connection .∇  

Substituting 

            )~,~)~,~(~()~,~,~,~(~ UZYXRgUZYXR =         

and 

           ),),((),,,( UZYXRgUZYXR =      

in (4.6), we can easily obtain 

(4.7)      
),(),(

),(),(),,,(),,,(~

UXmZYm
UYmZXmUZYXRBUBZBYBXR

−
+=          

and 

(4.8)      
).,)()((

),)((),)((),,,(~

ZYXXYm
ZXmZYmNBZBYBXR YX

φηφη αα −+

∇−∇=
        

 Equations (4.7) and (4.8) are the equation of Gauss and Codazzi with 

respect to the quarter symmetric metric connection. 

 

 

5  Submanifolds of codimension 2 

 Let 1+nM  be an −+ )1(n dimensional differentiable manifold of 

differentiability class ∞C  and 1−nM  be −− )1(n dimensional manifold 

immersed in 1+nM  by immersion .: 11 +− → nn MMτ  We denote the 

differentiability τd  of the immersion τ  by ,B  so that the vector field X  in 

the tangent space of 1−nM  corresponds to a vector field BX  in that of .1+nM  

Suppose that 1+nM  is an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold with metric 

tensor .~g  Then the submanifold 1−nM  is also an almost paracontact 

Riemannian manifold with metric tensor g  such that 
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                 ),(),(~ YXgBYXBg φφ =    

for any arbitrary vector fields X ,Y  in 1−nM  [2].  

If the manifolds 1+nM  and 1−nM  are both orientable such that 

    0),(~),(~),(~
2121 === NNgNXBgNXBg φφ  

and 

                 1),(~),(~
2211 == NNgNNg                  

for arbitrary vector field X  in 1−nM  [3]. 

 We suppose that the enveloping manifold 1+nM  admits a quarter 

symmetric metric connection ∇  given by [7]. 

                α
α ξφφη ~)~,~~(~~~)~(~~~~~

~~ YXgXYYY XX −+∇=∇           

for arbitrary vector fields X~ ,Y~  in 1−nM  denotes the Levi–Civita connection 

with respect to the Riemannian metric ,~g  αη~  is a 1-form.  

 Let us now put  

(5.1)       ,)()(~
21 NXbNXaXBBX ++= φφ     

(5.2)       ,~
21 NbNaB αααα ξξ ++=   

where )(Xa  and )(Xb  are 1-forms on ,1−nM  αξ  is a vector field in the 

tangent space on ,1−nM  and αα ba ,  are functions on 1−nM  defined by 

(5.3)      α
αη aN =)(~

1  , .)( 2 α
αη bN =  

 

Theorem 5.1 The connection induced on the submanifold 1−nM  of co-dimension 

two of the Riemannian manifold 1+nM  with quarter symmetric metric connection 

∇  is also quarter symmetric metric connection. 

Proof: Let ∇  be the connection induced on the submanifolds 1−nM  from the 

connection ∇~  on the enveloping manifold with respect to unit normals 1N  and 

2N , then we have [1] 
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(5.4)        21 ),(),()(~ NYXkNYXhYBBY XBX ++∇=∇ 

     

for arbitrary vector fields X , Y  of 1−nM  where h  and k  are second 

fundamental tensors of .1−nM  Similarly, if ∇  be connection induced on 1−nM  

from the quarter symmetric metric connection ∇~  on ,1−nM  we have 

(5.5)        21 ),(),()(~ NYXnNYXmYBBY XBX ++∇=∇       

m  and n  being tensor fields of type (0, 2) of the submanifold 1−nM .  

In view of equation (2.1), we have 

           .~),~(~~)(~~~
α

α ξφφη BYBXgBXBYBYBY BXBX −+∇=∇          

In view of (5.1), (5.2) and (5.5), we find 

(5.6)        
),)(,(

))()()((),(

),()(),(),()(

21

212

121

NbNaBYXg
NXbNXaXBYNYXk

NYXhYBNYXnNYXmYB XX

ααα

φ
α

ξφ

η

++−

++++

+∇=++∇ 

 

where  )(~)(~ YBY αα ηη =  and ).,(),( YXgBYXBg φφ =            

Comparing tangential and normal vector fields to ,1−nM  we get 

(5.7)       ,),()( α
α ξφφη YXgXYYY XX −+∇=∇       

(5.8)          (a)      ),,()()(),(),( YXgaYXaYXhYXm φη α
α −+=                   

         (b)      ).,()()(),(),( YXgbYXbYXkYXn φη α
α −+=  

Thus, 

(5.9)        .)()(],[ YXXYYXXY YX φηφη αα −=−∇−∇         

 Hence the connection ∇  induced on 1−nM  is quarter symmetric metric 

connection.                                                       □ 

 

 

6  Totally umbilical and totally geodesic submanifolds 

 Let 1321 .,.........,, −nXXXX  be (n-1)-orthonormal vector fields on the 
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submanifold .1−nM  Then the function 

                      ∑
−

=

+
−

1

1
)},(),({

)1(2
1 n

i
iiii XXkXXh

n
 

is mean curvature of 1−nM  with respect to the Riemannian connection ∇  and 

                        ∑
−

=

+
−

1

1
)},(),({

)1(2
1 n

i
iiii XXnXXm

n
            

is the mean curvature of 1−nM  with respect to ∇  [3]. 

Now we have the following definitions: 

Definition 6.1 If h  and k  vanish separately, the submanifold 1−nM  is called 

totally geodesic with respect to the Riemannian connection .∇  

Definition 6.2  The submanifold 1−nM  is called totally umbilical with respect to 

the ∇  if h  and k  are proportional to the metric g . 

 We call 1−nM  totally geodesic and totally umbilical with respect to the 

quarter symmetric metric connection ∇  according as the functions m  and n  

vanish separately and are proportional to metric tensor g  respectively. 

  

Theorem 6.1 The mean curvature of 1−nM  with respect to the Riemannian 

connection ∇  coincides with that of 1−nM  with respect to the quarter 

symmetric metric connection ∇  if and only if                   

       .0)},()())()()(({
1

=+−+∑
=

n

i
iiiii XXgbaXbXaX φη αα

α  

Proof: In view of (5.8), we have 

          
)).()()((),()(

),(),(),(),(),(

iiiii

iiiiiiiiii

XbXaXXXgba
XXkXXkXXhXXnXXm

+++−

++=+
α

αα ηφ
               

Summing up for )1(,........,2,1 −= ni  and dividing by ),1(2 −n  we get                                                                               

      ∑∑
−

=

−

=

+
−

=+
−

1

1

1

1
)},(),({

)1(2
1)},(),({

)1(2
1 n

i
iiii

n

i
iiii XXkXXh

n
XXnXXm

n
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if and only if  ,0)},()())()()(({
1

=+−+∑
=

n

i
iiiii XXgbaXbXaX φη αα

α  

which proves our assertion. 

Theorem 6.2 The submanifold 1−nM  is totally geodesic with respect to the 

Riemannian connection ∇  if and only if it is totally geodesic with respect to the 

quarter symmetric metric connection ∇  provided that  

 0),()()( =− YXgaYXa φη α
α   

and  

 .0),()()( =− YXgbYXb φη α
α  

Proof: The proof follows easily from equations (5.8) (a) and (b).             □ 

 

 

7  Curvature tensor and Weingarten equation  

 For the Riemannian connection ,∇  the Weingarten equations are given 

by [1] 

(7.1)          (a)           21 )(1 NXBHXNBX +−=∇             

and             

         (b)           12 )(1 NXBKXNBX +−=∇        

where H  and K  are tensor fields of type (1,1) such that  

                   ),(),( YXhYHXg =                                                       

and 

             ).,(),( YXkYKXg =   

Also, making use of (2.1) and (7.1) (a), we get                            

.))(1)()(())((~
21 NXXabXbaXaXaHXBNBX +−++−−=∇ αααα ξφ  

(7.3)       ,)(~
211 NXLXBMNBX +−=∇     

where                                              
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            αα ξφ )(1 XaXaHXXM +−=      

and                            

       ).(1)()()( XXabXbaXL +−= αα    

Similarly, from (2.1) and (7.1) (b), we obtain 

(7.4)        ,)(~
122 NXLXBMNBX −−=∇       

where                             

            .)(2 αα ξφ XbXbKXXM +−=                              

Equations (7.3) and (7.4) are Weingarten equations with respect to the quarter 

symmetric metric connection. 

 

 

8  Riemannian curvature tensor for quarter symmetric 

metric connection   

Let ZYXR ~)~,~(~  be the Riemannian curvature tensor of the enveloping 

manifold 1+nM   with respect to the quarter symmetric metric connection ,~∇  

then 

          .~~~~~~~~~)~,~(~
]~,~[~~~~ ZZZZYXR YXXYYX ∇−∇∇−∇∇=                          

Replacing X~  by BX , Y~  by BY  and Z~  by ,BZ  we get 

                            

.~~~~~),(~
],[ BZBZBZBZBYBXR BYBXBXBYBYBX ∇−∇∇−∇∇=  

Using (7.3), we obtain 

}.)],,([)],,([)({
}),(),()({~

}),(),()({~),(~

21],[

21

21

NZYXnNZYXmZB
NZXnNZXmZB

NZYnNZYmZBBZBYBXR

YX

XBY

YBX

++∇−
++∇∇−

++∇∇=

                          

Again using (5.5), (7.3), (7.4) and (5.9), we find 
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},),(),(){(
}),(),(){()},)((

),)({()},)((),)({(
},)()({},)(

)({}),(),(

),(),({),,(),(~

12

122

1

21

22

11

NZXnNZXmYL
NZYnNZYmXLNZXn
ZYnNZXmZYm

NZYXXYnNZYX
XYmXMZYnYMZXn

XMZYmYMZXmBZYXBRBZBYBXR

Y

XYX

−−
−+∇−
∇+∇−∇+

−+−

+−+

−+=

φηφηφη

φη
ααα

α

     

where ),,( ZYXR  being the Riemannian curvature tensor of the submanifold 

with respect to the induced connection ∇  on .nM  
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